


A Tara Donovan drawing hangs in the family room beside a couch Reynolds calls a “behemoth,” but 
she enjoys that the entire family can cuddle up on it. “You want an inviting, comfortable home.” 

Reynolds, pictured in her living room, says she often chose to buy art over furnishings; for a long 
time this room had very little, but a Jasper Johns flag lithograph hung on the wall. 
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PhoTogRAPhY bY KiP DAwKins
sTYling bY bill soRRellart at home bY CARRie niemAn CulPePPeR

     the  
gallerist

ntering Beverly Reynolds’ light-filled 
corner house in the Fan is not so differ-
ent from walking into her Main Street 

art gallery, especially on the night of an open-
ing. Like the gallery, her home’s walls are white 
and lined with work from art-world luminar-
ies. And like the gallery’s openings, her after-
opening parties are filled with local, national 
and sometimes international art personalities. 

“Half the time I have no idea who is here,” 
Reynolds says with a laugh. 

E

Beverly Reynolds’  
elegant home is much  
like her gallery, full of  
fresh perspectives.



What began 30 years ago as small celebrations for the artist 
whose work she was showing has turned into bimonthly ritual for 
the local art establishment. 

“People come in and gravitate to certain areas of the house,” she 
says, explaining that printmaker David Freed holds court at the 
kitchen table while painter Sally Bowring and her husband draw 
a crowd to the couches in the library and Howard Risatti sits up 
front around the living room fireplace. 

It’s no wonder her guests feel at home. Reynolds has long been 
a champion for local artists, gaining them entry into corporate and 
private collections and showing their work alongside top contem-
porary artists. Through her connections she’s helped artists like 
sculptor Kendall Buster gain recognition from the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Letters. She sat on the search committee when 
Virginia Commonwealth University was looking for a painting de-
partment chair. And recently she had a thrill when Tara Donovan, 
one of the young artists whose career she has helped to bolster, 
had an opening at The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

“I’ve never been invited to an opening party at The Met,” gush-
es Reynolds. Steve Martin and Glenn Close were there, too. Reyn-
olds marvels at how far Donovan has come: She used to drive her 
sculptures down from New York to the Reynolds Gallery in a beat-
up truck, and today she has a banner hanging outside The Met. 
“It’s such an opportunity to be a part of someone’s life as they’re 
just getting started,” she says of her role at the gallery. She points to 

the line of white, pod-like sculptures that rest on the mantel in the 
library and remembers how she and VCU School of the Arts dean 
Richard Toscan bought a bunch of them from Donovan early in her 
career, “just to get her some money.” 

Reynolds’ great respect for art, and the artists behind the work, 
is obvious from her own collection, which includes works by 
many Virginia artists such as Robert Stuart, Julien Binford and 
James Bradford. In our world where mass production is the norm 
and even letter writing is rare, Reynolds sees art as a personal and 
handmade statement. “I think art can take you there. No matter 
how many times I look at these things they always take my breath 
away, they’re just amazing – how did somebody do that?”

And aside from respecting the manual skill involved, Reynolds 
also welcomes the new ideas art can introduce into her home and 
life. A painting Sally Bowring made for her after Sept. 11 moves her 
to tears. “I think it does change your perspective on the world be-
ing able to look through someone else’s eyes.”

Reynolds says she doesn’t feel like she necessarily decorated 
her home. In fact, she often chose to buy art over a rug or lamp or 
piece of furniture. And she jokes about the early days in their home 
when there was nothing in the front room and they eventually 
dragged the Christmas tree to the library so the family could have 
something to sit on while looking at it. 

“I think the art has always made the house and the furniture is 
the secondary component,” she says. “I’d say [to husband David], ‘I 
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The living room is an elegant mix of furnishings found 

through various local dealers over the years. The orange 

ellsworth Kelly lithograph “just has such a positive, powerful 

impact on me,” says Reynolds. Artist “Theresa Pollak once 

told me, ‘There’s nothing like a little bit of orange to pull to-

gether a work,’ and i look at that painting and think of her.”
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The cozy library is Reynolds’ favorite room in the house, 

especially when there’s a fire going. local artist maurice 

beane made the slate-and-steel coffee table, the painting is 

by icelandic artist louisa matthiasdottir and the pod sculp-

tures are by VCu grad Tara Donovan.
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The gallery-hung wall in her living room features a mix of different mediums including a pastel by 

wolf Kahn (bottom left), drawing by Theresa Pollak (top left) and, at right, mixed media by Jim 

hyde. hyde’s “halo” is meant to be looked into to see your reflection with a wooden halo hover-

ing overhead.

wish we had a rug and he’d point to the Jasper Johns and he’d say, 
‘That’s a rug.’ You make your decisions.”

Reynolds has since amassed furnishings but kept the decor 
minimal in order to enjoy the architecture of the 1905 home. 
There are no curtains, just white, wood blinds, which cast pleas-
ing linear shadows. And while the furniture may not be the star, 
it’s only because the art is so extraordinary. Moody Sally Mann 
black-and-whites converse in the dining room while a crisp, or-
ange Ellsworth Kelly square hangs above the mantel in the living 
room. Feminine, figurative Theresa Pollak drawings are balanced 
by a large geometric Tara Donovan, which anchors the house at 
the back door.  

The furnishings echo the collection’s mix of styles, elegantly 
balancing classic design, clean lines and comfort. The Chippen-
dale chairs around a table in the living room have an unexpected 
shot of citrus with their bold golden seats. Local artist Maurice 
Beane made the simple slate coffee table in the library. A compact 
green-velvet chair with art deco curves begs to be sat in. 

The house is sophisticated in its simplicity, but it’s also invit-
ing. Since she and David raised four children under this roof, “it’s 
never been too precious,” she says. And while she loves furniture 
design, Reynolds has a soft spot for a comfortable sofa. She once 
tried out a high-design sofa on the family but they quickly re-
jected it. It’s now at the gallery, where looks are more important 
than comfort. 

The inviting seating no doubt helps give Reynolds’ opening 
parties their relaxed vibe. Plus, the Oriental rugs hide a lot of sins: 
“You can spill a lot of red wine on these rugs,” she says with a 
laugh, “which seems to happen.”

With all that art regularly coming through Reynolds’ gallery, 
you’d think she might occasionally swap out the works in her 
home, but Reynolds says she just adds. People have offered to buy 
the Nell Blaine painting of flowers in the front hall, but it’s not for 
sale. It was a gift from the artist. 

Since she’s in the business of selling art, Reynolds doesn’t get 
first choice. Instead she buys what doesn’t sell. “There are so 
many things that have sold that I would have liked, and there are 
so many things I should have held onto,” she says, citing a small 
Andy Warhol in particular.

Reynolds encourages her clients to buy outside their aesthet-
ic comfort level, to choose works that aren’t immediately obvi-
ous, so they will give back over time. And she enjoys learning 
from collectors what they see in a work. “It’s always a process of 
looking at things in a new way,” she says, “I think it’s so impor-
tant now to have different points of view, and art really offers 
you that opportunity.” n

This early sally mann photo of the artist’s daughter hangs in the dining room across from another 

from the “immediate Familly” series and a  landscape from the artist’s later “Deep south” series.

“I think the art has 
always made the house, 
and the furniture is the 
secondary component.”

Pale blue in the dining room is the only wall color used 

downstairs. Dot lee, a close friend, left Reynolds her 

silver, including these candlesticks, when she passed 

away at 93. The drawing is by Japanese artist Katsura 

Funakoshi and the small painting is a self-portrait of 

artist sarah mceneaney, both of which hung at the 

gallery. 


